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The Missing Piece
in YOUR Puzzle
Find out more about Your Diet,
Your Lifestyle and Your Genes

2 December 2017 | Domaine de Labourdonnais, Mauritius

INTRODUCTION
IMPACT Clinics will be hosting the very first event that explores how
genetic information can help one achieve optimal health. We will host
talks by two top experts in their field, Dr Yael Joffe who is acknowledged
globally as an expert in the field of nutrigenomics and nutrigenetics as
well as Dr Ann Lannoye MD from Belgium who specialise in functional
medicine and functional neurology.
A Culinary Genomics Exhibition will give attendees the opportunity to
taste and explore the fusion of nutrition science, genomic medicine and
culinary arts.
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EVENT PROGRAMME
9h00 Registration, arrival tea / coffee
9h30 Dr Yael Joffe RD PhD FACN
Your DNA: The puzzle piece in your personalized
weight-loss plan
10h30 Dr Ann Lannoye MD (Belgium)
Gut Health The Missing Link in Healthy Weight?
11h30 Q&A with the speakers
11h45 Genes to Plate recipe book launch
12h00 Culinary Genomic Exhibition
About Dr Yael Joffe
In the rapidly-evolving discipline of Nutrigenomics, Dr Yael Joffe is
acknowledged globally as an expert in the field. From her background as
a dietitian, she obtained her PhD from the University of Cape Town. She is
highly sought-after as a speaker for conferences and workshops, tailoring
her presentations to the needs of clinicians. She has co-authored It’s not
just your Genes,
The SNP Journal, and Genes to Plate, and has published on Nutrigenomics in
peer-reviewed journals. She has also been involved in the development and
supervision of Nutrigenomics courses around the world.Dr Joffe is currently
an Adjunct Professor, teaching Nutrigenomics at Rutgers University, and
teaches an online Translational Nutrigenomics course for health professionals.
She is the founder of the CTG Centre in Cape Town, the CTG Network, and
IMPACT Clinics.
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About Dr Ann Lannoye
Dr Ann Lannoye studied medicine and worked as a healthcare professional
for 25 years, having her own nursing home for severely disabled elderly
people. Through her work she became very conscious about the importance
of prevention and a functional approach to disease. She started a series of
complementary studies in the fields of Orthomolecular Medicine, Functional
Medicine and Nutrition.
She is currently in the middle of a 2-year course on Functional Neurology in
the US at IAFNR.

Enquiries to:
tina@impactclinics.com
mauritius@impactclinics.com
or contact Cara Kahn +230 592 24454
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